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ever been put into equal corr
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I editions. People from all o\
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LORE FOR DOG
BY ALBERT PAYSON

:t Which Strikes Close to th
or Dog Owners, but how shall we describe
10 knows them best; but, while that is a fair
lustice to the remarkable qualities of the stor
would be permissible. We can touch only a 1

dogs as much as is possible, or as much as th<
ge of dogs, even your own pet, will be much
alculated to make everyone who reads it a b
; lore, more fascinating interest and at the sai

ipass before. Albert Payson Terhune, natio
than any other person in the world.

:ause he loves them, and he writes about ther
Evening Post, Good Housekeeping and othei
/er the country have made pilgrimages to his 1
nusual to be able to offer articles on so widel
y so enthusiastc a circle of admirers among tl
these articles are all about pedigreed dogs 01
e common "yaller dog," the wild dog, and th<
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lot the stories have a heart-interest appeal and
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S -me years ago. out of the plains of Missouri.that "show I
me" state.came the following dog eorg: !

I II
"Everytime 1 eome t«» town, « 3
The hoys (fo to kicking my dog nriun* '-s 3
Makes no difference if he is a houn* ' °

You gotta quit kicking my dog arounVj; j

Have you ever heard it? Of course you have. If you have « j
ever had any* tie to stone your dog, or Kick hint around, you have Ig |
felt more like asserting yourself in more drastic terms than the a I
song implies. A dog is said to be man's best friend, and it is | I
no wonder a fellow feels like saying: "You gotta quit kicking my 1 I
dog around" when someone abuses him. R 3
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ie Heart of Every Reader
it. We can say that it is a series of heart-interest stories
characterization in brief and the exact truth in regard to
ies. Neither can we do justice to those qualities without
ew points.
jy deserve, but you will love them more after reading
greater than it was before. Not only is the series amazetterfriend to his dog, it is an outline history of the
me time more common sense in regard to dogs, than has
nally known journalist, novelist and playwright, writes

n in a way that has given delight to many thousands of
magazines. His book, "Lad; a Dog," went through 27

lome at Pompton Lakes, N. I., where he has a amre r>r

y popular a subject by an author who knows so much
ie men, women and children who have read his stories.
fashionable breeds. Far from it! The mongrel, the

; dogs of every nation each has its story; and a remark>

nty-four weeks, each story complete within itself,
you will not want to miss a single one of them. If
anly will you get the best series of dog stories ever offered
iur friends..News which cannot be secured in any other
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